QUANTUM Packer Type III Setting Tool
Sets QUANTUM series retrievable and permanent sealbore packers

APPLICATIONS
- Sealbore production packer
- Isolation/spacer packer
- Horizontal stand-alone screen completions
- Sump packer hydraulic setting

BENEFITS
- Increases simplicity, safety, and reliability of completion and workover activities
- Reduces rig time when running packers

FEATURES
- No setting ball necessary in a closed system
- Fully compatible with the pressure-operated isolation tool and non-pressure sensitive modules for streamlined completion operations

The QUANTUM* gravel-pack packer type III setting tool’s design allows the workstring to fill while running in the well. It also has the flexibility to fully test the set packer and to drain the workstring during retrieval.

The setting tool allows QUANTUM sealbore packers to be used in applications other than sand control. These applications include use as production, spacer, isolation, or sump packers. The type III setting tool is suitable for use with closed systems below the packer without becoming hydraulically locked. It is available for bore sizes of 2.688, 3.000, 3.250, 4.000, 4.750, and 6.000 in [68.3, 76.2, 82.6, 101.6, 120.7, and 152.4 mm].
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